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ABSTRACT • Material neutron activation must be consistent with

maintenance requirements,
The TPX (Tokamak Physics Experiment) will be the • Must provide attachments for the structural support

first tokamak to employ both superconducting TF of the vacuum vessel and the cold mass.
(toroidal field) and PF (pololdal field) magnets. ° Penetrations must be provided for diagnostics, cool.
Consequenfly, the entire device Is located within an evacu, ing lines for plasma facing components, vacuunlt
ated cryostat to provide the necessary thermal barrier vessel heating and cooling lines, plasma heating and
between the ambient temperature test cell and the magnets current drive systems, and toroidal and poloidal
that are cooled by supercrttical liquid helium at 5°K. ThIs magnet utilities.
paper describes the cryostat design requirements, design ° Organic materials must be compatible with the 105
concepts, and the cryostat fabrication and Installation. Gy (107 rad) neutron dose.

• Design stresses to be in accordance with the TP.__XX
Ir,rrRoDuc'nON Structural and Cryogenic Criteria Document.

The evacuated TPX cryostat with the attendant thermal
shielding provides the necessary environment for operation of
the superconducting TF and PF magnets. The cryostat shown
in Fig. 1 is approximately 9.7 m in diameter and 8.7 m in

height. Liquid nitrogen shields and multilayer, reflective, Top
polyimide insulation are employed to minimize the heat trans- structure
fer to the 5°K cold mass.

o

The TPX Cryostat Conceptual Design Review was corn- Upper ringslruclurc
pleted in 1993. The cryostat design and fabrication subcon-

tract has an expected release date of late 1994. The cryostat Centralring
final assembly and initiation of engineering testing is structure
planned for 1999.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS Lower ringslruclure

• Base Pressure: < 1.3 x 10-3 Pa (10 -5 torr). Base
• Leak rate: < 160 tt_Pa-m3/s(2 x 10"4 torr-l/sec), structure
• Design over pressure level: 70 KPa.
• Cryostat will be designed for and operated at ambient

temperature,

• Radiant and convective heat transfer from the ambient _ ?_
temperature cryostat to the cold mass must be minimized. Fig. 1. TPX Cryostat
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DESIGN CONCEPT displacements due to thermal expansion. The broad range of
temperature ranges of the various components in the TPX

The cryostat vessel is a bolted and welded structure result in large relative displacements. The vacuum vessel is
assembled from the following major subassemblies as shown baked at 350"C and operated at 1500C. The superconducting
in Fig. 1: magnets (cold mass) operate at -2680C. In the case of the

• a stainless steel top structure, neutral beam injection ports, the differential vertical dis-
- a titanium upper ring structure, placements are on the order of 10 mm and the horizontal dis-
. a titanium central ring structure, placements on the order of 15 mm during the 350"C bakeout

• a titanium lower ring structure, of the vacuum vessel. This provides a unique engineering
• a stainless steel base structure, challenge in the case of the TPX, since there are a large num-

_' ber of penetrations with various sizes and configurations all
Austenitie 304 stainless steel was chosen for the top and of which require two-axis displacement capability.

base structures based on its non magnetic properties,

strength, and suitability for vacuum service. 6AI4V titanium The flexible penetration seal design for the large rectan-
was chosen for the central ring structures to minimize the gular ports is shown in Fig. 3. A fabric (glass or polyimide)
activation due to significant neutron fluences in areas where reinforced silicon rubber material is captured within and vul-
hands-on maintenance is anticipated. Titanium ai_ has the canized to a titanium frame. Alternative radiation resistant

requisite non magnetic properties, strength, and suitability polymers with lower helium permeability are also under con-
for vacuum service, sideration. This design was chosen since it is difficult to pro-

vide two-axis displacement capability within the stress limit
The central hatch provided in the cry,star top structure and space constraints with a metal bellows design. The cost

serves as an entrance to the cryostat, and as a back-up pres- would also be considerably higher for the metallic bellows
sure relief device (due to inadvertent pressurization of the design. Another benefit of the reinforced rubber design is

cry.star if a cryogen supply line were to break within the that it inherently provides the dielectric break that is required
cry,star). The hatch cover will be attached by spring-loaded to avoid electrical current loops. The penetrations will have
bolts which will permit the hatch to lift and vent if the cry,- a breakdown rating of > 1 Kv.
star is over pre_ured. Primary pressure relief will be provid-
ed via a hinged, sealed "flapper valve" which will be set to

_MI__ Fabricreinforced

vent at a lower pressure. .. siliconrubber

PENETRATION SEALS Cry,star

The cry.star will have a large number of penetrations for AIR Weldto

diagnostics, cooling lines, bus bars, etc. Typical penetrations 342mm titaniumvacu U m

are shown for a 90 degree quadrant, developed elevation in "" vesselport
Fig. 2. Each of the penetrations must be provided with a seal VACUUMSIDE
arrangement which can accommodate both vertical and radial DETAIL Titaniumframe

• 337.5 ° 00 22.5* 45* 67.5 °
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......... SEE DETAIL
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Fig, 2. l)cvch_pcd Elcvali(m (_f ('rvoslat Wall l:ig, 3. I-arge Pcnctrali(m Seal Design



CRYOSTAT SEALS cal sections will be machined to accommodate dual elas-

tomer o-rings. The interspace between the o-rings will be

Circumferential seals will be provided at four places to vacuum pumped to facilitate leak testing during cryostat

seal between the base, cylindrical sections, and the cryostat assembly and to provide redundancy. The penetration seal
top structure as shown in Fig. 4. The flanges on the cylindH- assemblies will be sealed via single " ring seals. Elastomer

seals will be nitrile in the high neutron radiation areas, and
Viton in the low neutron radiation areas.

i

, , _...---I--_ _ _ I "l'rrm"\ THERMAL SltlELDING

_ _ ! ! 1]..... __ ) The thermal shielding arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. A
].1 _ _ ]:_,/,..-" x -.. _..J / nominal ten layers of aluminized, polyimide MLI (multilayer
I1 //"-'% ,(_ insulation) will minimize radiant heat losses to the cold mass
tl DoubleO-ring
AI ]1 II II II'---'l seat wifh and the cryostat LN (liquid nitrogen) panels. Black LN pan-

-1]---TJ---_- ..... -_----[-_ pum0ou, els will cover 50% of the cryostat wall area, 70% of the ceil-

t _ i t_" Typical 4 places ing area, and 20% of the floor area. Additional layers of MLI

are used between the cold mass and the vacuum vessel. This

arrangement results in a total radiant heat load of ~300 watts

',i I'll _ to the cold mass during plasma experiments.IF-T-q--

_ ,.t..... _

Fig. 4. Cryostat Circumferential Seals
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DF_.SIGN LOADS AND ANALYSES CRYOSTAT FABRICATION AND INS'FALLATION

The TPX cryostat must support the atmospheric loading, the The detailed design of the cryostat will be carried out by
entire mass of the TPX device (_timated at 700 tonne), and the the fabrication vendor based on TPX project preliminary
electromagnetic loads due to plasma disruptions. These loads are design and the project supplied specifications. It is anticipat-
shown graphically in Fig. 6. Note that the cryostat base structure ed that the cryostat will be field erected from prefabricated 90
acts as a structural tie between the vacuum vessel and the TF degree sectors for each major subassembly. (Prefabrication
coils. This arrangement maximizes thermal decoupling of the using larger, 180 degree sectors may be a viable alternative.)
vacuum vessel from the 5*K cold mass, but requires that the elec- The erection assembly operations will be done in the TFTR
tromagnetic loads resulting from the TF fields interacting with the Test Ceil.
electrical currents induced in the vacuum vessel during disruption
transients be reacted through the cryostat base structure. A finite Off-site prefabrication will be done to the maximum
element analysis (FEA) was performed to provide a preliminary extent possible, both for efficiency and to permit the Test Cell
estimate of the str_;se.s in the base structure, which is the most preparation to be done in parallel with cryostat prefabrication.

highly stressed portion of the cryostat. The static analysis
(excluding the dynamic disruption loads) indicates a maximum The on-site assembly will begin with the base structure.
deflection of 1.5 mm and a maximum stress of~31 MPa (4.5 Lsi). The four 90 degree (or two 180 degree) stainless steel base

sectors will be welded together, final machined, and lifted

SENSORS onto the Test Cell platform on which TFq'R was previously
mounted. The base will be bolted and / or welded to the plat-
form radial bcams to provide a structural tie and seismic

Sensors will be provided to monitor: restraint.
: vacuum total pressure.

RGA species momtoring including The three cylindrical titanium ring structures will require
- helium, spccialized wcld procedures. Each ring structure will be
- hydrogen, welded together from four 90 degree (or two 180 degree)
- nitrogen sectors. The large circumferential sealing flanges will be

• radiation, machined on-site to provide the finished sealing surfaces.• temperature.

• nitrogen flow. Seals will be installed and leak checked as each of the ring
structures is sequentially stacked.

Additional viewing windows and lighting will be provided The stainless steel top structure will be welded together
to permit observation, both directly and by camera, from sectors, final machined, and installed to complete the

cryostat assembly in the Test Cell.

FI_ t:.xlernaldeadweight loads The cryostat will be vacuum leak tested to verify its
F2-- Vacuumvesseldead weight loads integrity prior to installation of the internal components.
F3_ Coldma'_sdead weight loads Temporary carbon steel port covers will be installed to seal
F4_ Bearing block reaction loads all ports for vacuum leak testing. The cryostat must have a
CI_ Moments due to disruptive loads are internally reacted within the base demonstrated leak rate of < 1601.aPa-m3/s (2 x 10-4 torr-l/sec)

• P _ External pressure before acceptance by the TPX program.

F! Iz FI

• ,,,,_,,,,,,IJJ._J_Jj__, and(Internal sheildingcry,rsta, dcatl CONCLUSIONS

. __._ _ ]' _ _ weight loads are The cryoslat conceptual design including the materials.................... _.__ not shown)

I' selection, the large penetration seals, and the thermal shield-
o ing plan have hccn rcviewcd by industry and the comtnunity.

-3 / _ TPX is now ready to proceed with the preliminary dcsigtl for
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